We treat the probability distributions for quadratic quantum fields, averaged with a Lorentzian test function, in four-dimensional Minkowski vacuum. These distributions share some properties with previous results in two-dimensional spacetime. Specifically, there is a lower bound at a finite negative value, but no upper bound. Thus arbitrarily large positive energy density fluctuations are possible. We are not able to give closed form expressions for the probability distribution, but rather use calculations of a finite number of moments to estimate the lower bounds, the asymptotic forms for large positive argument, and possible fits to the intermediate region. The first 65 moments are used for these purposes. All of our results are subject to the caveat that these distributions are not uniquely determined by the moments. However, we also give bounds on the cumulative distribution function that are valid for any distribution fitting these moments. We apply the asymptotic form of the electromagnetic energy density distribution to estimate the nucleation rates of black holes and of Boltzmann brains.
where T is a normal-ordered quadratic operator, which is classically non-negative, and f (t) is a sampling function with characteristic width τ . Here C is a numerical constant, typically small compared to unity, and d is the number of spacetime dimensions. Although quantum field theory allows negative expectation values of the energy density, quantum inequalities place strong constraints on the effects of this negative energy for violating the second law of thermodynamics [21] , maintaining traversable wormholes [29] or warpdrive spacetimes [30] . The implication of Eq. (1) is that there is an inverse power relation between the magnitude and duration of negative energy density.
For a massless scalar field in two-dimensional spacetime, Flanagan [25] has found a formula for the constant C for a given f (t) which makes Eq. (1) an optimal inequality, and has constructed the quantum state in which the bound is saturated. This formula is C = 1 6π
where f (t) = τ −1 g(u) and u = t/τ . This is the c = 1 special case of a general result for unitary, positive energy, conformal field theories in two dimensions, where c is the central charge, in which the left-hand side of (2) is multiplied by c [26] . In four-dimensional spacetime, Fewster and Eveson [27] have derived an analogous formula for C, but in this case the bound is not necessarily optimal.
B. Shifted Gamma Distributions
Here we briefly recall the main results of Ref. [15] . First, we determined the probability distribution for individual measurements, in the vacuum state, of the Gaussian sampled energy density
T tt (t, 0) e
of a general conformal field theory in two-dimensions. This was achieved by finding a closed form expression for the generating function of the moments ρ n of ρ, from which the probability distribution was obtained by inverting a Laplace transform. The resulting distribution is conveniently expressed in terms of the dimensionless variable x = ρ τ 2 and is a shifted Gamma distribution:
with parameters
Here x = −x 0 is the infimum of the support of the probability distribution, which we will often call the lower bound of the distribution, and c > 0 is the central charge, which is equal to unity for the massless scalar field. Using the binomial theorem and standard integrals, the n'th moment a n = x n P (x) dx ,
of P is easily found to be a n = 
where 2 F 0 is a generalized hypergeometric function. The lower bound, −x 0 , for the probability distribution for energy density fluctuations in the vacuum for c = 1 is exactly Flanagan's optimum lower bound, Eq. (2), on the Gaussian sampled expectation value and, for all c > 0, coincides with the result of Ref. [26] . As was argued in Ref. [15] , this is a general feature, giving a deep connection between quantum inequality bounds and stress tensor probability distributions. The quantum inequality bound is the lowest eigenvalue of the sampled operator, and is hence the lowest possible expectation value and the smallest result which can be found in a measurement. That the probability distribution for vacuum fluctuations actually extends down to this value is more subtle and depends upon special properties of the vacuum state. In essence, the Reeh-Schlieder theorem implies a nonzero overlap between the vacuum and the generalized eigenstate of the sampled operator with the lowest eigenvalue.
There is no upper bound on the support of P (x), as arbitrarily large values of the energy density can arise in vacuum fluctuations. Nonetheless, for the massless scalar field, negative values are much more likely; 84% of the time, a measurement of the Gaussian averaged energy density will produce a negative value. However, the positive values found the remaining 16% of the time will typically be much larger, and the average [first moment of P (x)] will be zero.
The asymptotic positive tail of P (x) has recently been used by Carlip et al [20] to draw conclusions about the small scale structure of spacetime in a two-dimensional model. These authors argue that large positive energy density fluctuations tend to focus light rays on small scales, and cause spacetime to break into many causally disconnected domains at scales somewhat above the Planck length.
In Ref. [15] , we also reported on calculations of the moments of :ϕ 2 : averaged with a Lorentzian, where ϕ is a massless scalar field in four-dimensional spacetime. It appears that the probability distribution is also a shifted gamma function in this case. Define a dimensionless variable x by
where
There is good evidence that the probability distribution is to be Eq. (4) with the parameters
These parameters were determined empirically by fitting to the first three calculated moments. However, the resulting distribution matches the first sixty-five moments exactly (agreement had been checked up to the twentieth moment at the time of writing of Ref. [15] ), so there can little doubt that it is correct. The details of this calculation are given in Sect. III and Appendix A. Furthermore, the probability distribution for both the two-dimensional stress tensor and the four-dimensional :ϕ 2 : is uniquely determined by its moments, as a consequence of the Hamburger moment theorem [19] . This states that if a n is the n-th moment of a probability distribution P (x), then there is no other probability distribution with the same moments provided there exist constants C and D such that
for all n. This condition is a sufficient, although not necessary, condition for uniqueness, and is fulfilled by the moments of the shifted Gamma distribution. The Hamburger moment theorem is also an existence result: given a real sequence {a n }, n = 0, 1, 2, · · · with a 0 = 1, such that the
is strictly positive definite for every N = 1, 2, . . ., then there exists at least one associated probability distribution for which the a n are the moments.
III. MOMENTS AND MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTIONS

A. Explicit Calculation of Moments
In this section, we describe how the moments of a quadratic quantum operator may be calculated explicitly. Let φ be a free quantum field or a derivative of a free field, and let T be the smeared normal ordered square of φ:
where f is a sampling function. In our detailed calculations, the smearing will be in time only, and f = f (t) will be the Lorentzian function of Eq. (9), but our preliminary discussion can be more general. The n-th moment µ n of T is formed by smearing the vacuum expectation value
over n copies of f . By Wick's theorem, this quantity is equal to the sum of all contractions of the form
The contractions are subject to the rules that no φ(x i ) is contracted with the other copy of itself and all fields are contracted, with each contraction
contributing a factor φ(x i )φ(x j ) . It is convenient to represent the contractions by graphs with n vertices labelled x 1 , . . . , x n placed in order from left to right so that (1) every vertex is met by exactly two lines; (2) every line is directed, pointing to the right; (3) no vertex is connected to itself by a line. For each graph every line from x i to x j contributes the factor φ(x i )φ(x j ) and we supply a combinatorial factor that gives the number of contractions represented by a given graph; we then sum over all distinct graphs of the above type to obtain G n (x 1 , . . . , x n ). For example, the graph in Fig. 1a describes the two contractions which contribute to the second moment
. . so the combinatorial factor for n = 2 is 2, while Fig. 1b corresponds to the eight contractions pairing a φ(x 1 ) with a φ(x 2 ), a φ(x 1 ) with a φ(x 3 ) and a φ(x 2 ) with a φ(x 3 ), e.g.,
and
Note that the moments µ n have dimensions of inverse powers of length, which depend upon the specific choice of φ. It is convenient to rescale the µ n and define dimensionless moments a n . Our explicit calculations of moments assume the Lorentzian sampling function of width τ given in Eq. (9) . In the case that φ = ϕ, the massless scalar field in four dimensions, we take a n = (4πτ ) 2n µ n .
For the case that φ =φ, we take
We also take the latter form for the cases of the squared electric field, and scalar and electromagnetic field energy densities.
B. Moment Generating Functions
For n ≥ 4, the Wick expansion involves both connected and disconnected graphs. However, we need not consider the disconnected graphs explicitly, as the moment generating function M is the exponential of W , the generating function for the connected graphs. The full moment generating function is defined by
so the n-th moment has the expression
The connected moment generating function, W , has an analogous definition, but in terms of the dimensionless connected moments C n only. These are the moments which arise from counting only connected graphs. For n = 2, there is a single connected graph, with combinatorial factor 1 as already described. For n > 2, there are 40] . Of course, the enumeration of these graphs becomes rapidly unmanageable, and one must exploit further degeneracies among the graphs to reduce the counting. For sampling using the Lorentzian function, it is possible to reduce the number of terms to the number of distinct partitions of n into an even number of terms. This grows much more slowly than 1 2 (n − 1)!: for example, for n = 30, we require 2811 terms instead of 29!/2 ≈ 4.4 × 10 30 . Further details can be found in Appendix A Our procedure will be to explicitly compute a finite number N of connected moments, which allows W to be approximated as an N -th degree polynomial in λ. We then use M = e W (23) to find M , which may also be approximated as an N -th degree polynomial. Finally, the first N moments a n may be read off from the coefficients of this polynomial. We emphasize that this procedure makes sense whether or not the series (21) converges; expressions such as (23) are simply convenient expressions for the combinatorial relation between different moments and may be understood as formal power series.
Consider the case of ϕ 2 in four dimensions, where ϕ is a massless scalar field and the average is in the time direction only. The two-point function which appears in the integrals for the moments is now
The corresponding dimensionless moments were calculated using MAPLE for N ≤ 65, and the resulting moments up to N = 23 are listed in the first column of Table I . Our computations were exact and give the a n as rational numbers. However, for ease of display, the results have been rounded to five significant figures. The full set of exact moments is available as Supplementary Material [31] . As stated earlier, these moments may be used to infer that the probability distribution of the quantity in (8) is a shifted gamma given by Eqs. (4) and (10) . Only the first three moments are needed for this fit, but the result reproduces the first 65 moments exactly, a spectacular agreement.
Next we turn to the case where φ =φ and calculate several of the moments of the Lorentz-smearing ofφ 2 . In this case we use
As before, the moments were computed exactly as rational numbers using MAPLE for N ≤ 65 [31] , and the resulting moments up to N = 23 are listed in the second column of Table I . Once we have a finite set of moments forφ 2 , we can calculate the corresponding moments for several other operators of physical interest: we give the examples of the energy densities for the massless scalar and electromagnetic fields, and the squares of the electric and magnetic field strengths as particular examples. These all take the form
where α I are constants and the φ I are (components of) free fields [in the sense that the Wick expansion is valid] with two point functions obeying (27) in the vacuum state, where ϕ is the massless free scalar field as before and the c I are constants. Defining the dimensionless moments for A in the same way as forφ 2 , one easily sees that the contribution of any connected diagram becomes a sum over I of the contributions from each species φ I , with no cross terms mixing different species in any given term. Thus
from which we may infer
and These results hold for arbitrary smearing on the time axis. This procedure may be applied to the energy density operator for the massless scalar field
which is seen by direct computation of the left-hand side and comparison with Eq. (25). Thus we find
the factor of 3 appearing in one of the numerators corresponds to the spatial dimension. Thus
Again, these results should be understood as a relation between formal power series. Concretely, given the first N moments ofφ 2 , we can approximate M (φ 2 , λ) as a polynomial, and then use the above relation to find the first N moments of ρ S . The results are tabulated in the fourth column of Table I .
Similarly, the components of the square of the electric and magnetic field strength E i and B i obey
Following the same line of reasoning as before, we find
This result leads to the moments of the squared electric field, tabulated in the third column in Table I . The results for the square of the magnetic field are identical. Finally, because we also have
the energy density of the electromagnetic field
has connected moments
and hence
leading to the remaining entries in Table I . An important observation is that these moments (apart from those of the Wick square) grow too rapidly to satisfy the Hamburger moment criterion, Eq. (11). This may be confirmed by noting that in all cases ln a n grows faster with increasing n than n ln n + c 1 n + c 0 for any constants c 0 and c 1 . In fact, the growth forφ 2 is shown in Appendix B to be of the form
where the constant D is proved to lie in the range 3.221667 < D < 3.616898 (our numerical evidence suggests D ∼ 3.3586). For probability distributions known to be confined to a half-line, which is the case here, there is a sufficient condition for uniqueness which is weaker than the Hamburger moment criterion. This is the Stieltjes criterion [19] , which is
Unfortunately, this criterion is also not fulfilled here. This means that we cannot be guaranteed of finding a unique probability distribution P (x) from these moments. This issue will be discussed further in Sec. VIII A.
Note that in four dimensions, the operators (φ 2 , E 2 , ρ S , and ρ EM ) all have dimensions of length −4 . Their probability distributions P (x) will be taken to be functions of the dimensionless variable [See Eq. (20) .]
where A is the Lorentzian time average of (φ 2 , E 2 , ρ S , ρ EM ).
C. Lower Bounds
In general, we may use relations between different moment generating functions to find relations between the corresponding probability distributions, and especially between the lower bounds of these distributions. (Strictly, these are the infima of the support of the distributions.) Let p(x) and q(x) be two probability distributions, with moment generating functions M (p, λ) and M (q, λ), respectively. These generating functions can be expressed in terms of the bilateral Laplace transforms of their probability distributions:
These integrals are guaranteed to converge at the lower limits, due to the lower bounds on the support of our probability distributions. To assure convergence at the upper limit, we may assume Re λ < 0. However, many of our arguments below do not require convergence of the integrals, which may be regarded as formal power series in λ on replacing the exponential by its Taylor series. Now let p * q(x) be a probability distribution defined as the convolution of p and q:
As is well-known in probability theory, this is the distribution for the random variable obtained as the sum of independent random variables with distributions p and q, and its moment generating function is
where u = x − x . Thus the moment generating function of a convolution is the product of the individual generating functions; again, this holds in the sense of formal power series, irrespective of convergence issues. We can also give the relation of the lower bounds. As is also well-known in probability theory, the support of a convolution p * q of two distributions consists of all values expressible as the sum of a value in the support of p and a value in the support of q. In particular, the greatest lower bound on the support is the sum of the lower bounds of the individual distributions. Explicitly, if b p and b q be the lower bounds of p and q, then
The integrand of Eq. (51) vanishes if either x < b q , or x − x < b p . This implies that
and in fact this is the greatest lower bound. Thus the lower bound of p * q is the sum of the bounds of p and of q.
Next consider the effect of a rescaling of λ, and let p α (x) = |α| p(α x), where α = 0. Then
Provided α > 0, p α = 0 if x < b p /α, so the effect of rescaling λ in M is a rescaling of the lower bound by the same factor. If α < 0, the lower bound on the support of p α is −|α| −1 times the upper bound on the support of p, if this exists; if there is no upper bound on the support of p, then evidently p α has no lower bound in this case. Now we may combine these results to relate the lower bounds of various probability distributions to that forφ 2 . Applied to a general operator of the form (26) , they suggest that the probability distribution for A is a convolution of several copies of the probability distribution forφ 2 , with various scalings. For example, Eq. (36) suggests that the probability distribution for the energy density ρ S , smeared along the time axis, is equal to the convolution of four copies of the probability distribution forφ 2 , with various scalings. In particular, recalling that x 0 (A) denotes the greatest lower bound on the support of the distribution for A smeared in time, this suggests that
Hence Eq. (36) suggests that
, and Eq. (45) suggests that
. In summary,
Likewise, if we consider a combination such as the pressure
, we obtain the expected result that the probability distribution is unbounded both from above and below. The above derivations should be take as suggestive, rather than rigorous proofs, because of concerns about the uniqueness of the underlying probability distributions. However, it would be possible to prove them by writing the smeared operator for ρ S , for example, as a sum of mutually commuting self-adjoint operators, each of which was essentially a multiple of the smearedφ 2 operator (under a suitable unitary transformation). This could be done by writing the field in a basis of spherical harmonics, in this framework, the three powers of M (φ 2 , λ/6) arise from the = 1 angular momentum sector, while the single power of M (φ 2 , λ/2) arises from the = 0 sector. Indeed, one of the first quantum inequality bounds on the expectation value of ρ S used precisely this decomposition [23] . More generally, Eq. (27) could be used in conjunction with Wick's theorem to show that timelike smearings of :φ 2 I : and :φ 2 J : commute for I = J, at least in matrix elements between states obtained from the vacuum by applying polynomials of smeared fields, and might be used to put the other relationships above on a firmer footing; we will not pursue this here.
IV. LOWER BOUND ESTIMATES
Here we will discuss a technique, a Stieltjes moment test, by which knowledge of a finite number of moments may be used to obtain an approximate estimate of the lower bound. If P (x) is a probability distribution with a lower bound at x = −x 0 , then its moments are a n = ∞ −x0
Let
where q(x) is a polynomial and y ≥ x 0 . We see that I(y) ≥ 0 because the integrand in Eq. (59) is non-negative. If
then
where M (N, y) is a real symmetric N × N matrix with elements
Let β n be the components of an eigenvector with eigenvalue λ, then
It follows that M (N, y) has no negative eigenvalues, that is, it is a positive semidefinite matrix, which we denote by M (N, y) ≥ 0. This holds for all N and all y ≥ x 0 . However, as y decreases below x 0 , the lowest eigenvalue is eventually zero and then negative eigenvalues can occur. Define y N as the minimum value of y at which M (N, y) ≥ 0; in practice, it is easiest to compute y N as the largest root of the N 'th degree polynomial equation
Because M (N, y) is a leading principal minor of M (N +1, y), M (N +1, y) ≥ 0 implies that M (N, y) ≥ 0. Consequently, y N +1 ≥ y N and the sequence in N converges to a limit with
Given a set of moments a n of an unknown probability distribution, we may form the matrices M (N, y) as above and determine the values of y N . The above argument shows that if y N → ∞ then the a n cannot be the moments of a probability distribution whose support is bounded from below. On the other hand, suppose that a finite limit y ∞ exists. Then for any probability distributionP with the same moments and support bounded below by −x 0 , we have y ∞ ≤x 0 . In particular, there is no probability distribution accounting for the given moments with support contained in (−y ∞ , ∞).
Let us first apply this method to the case of the ϕ 2 distribution, given by Eqs. (4) and (10), for which the exact lower bound is known. The results of the calculation of the y N through N = 32 are given in Table II (computations were performed in MAPLE to 40 digit accuracy; the reported rounded figures are stable under increase of the number of digits). We can improve the estimate of the lower bound by extrapolation. A trial function of the form y N = a + b/N + c/N 2 and a least-squares fit using MAPLE [41] to determine values of a, b and c leads to
The above fit was obtained using the data points for 21 ≤ N ≤ 33, with residuals of order 10 −12 over these values, and no more than 1.1 × 10 −6 for 2 ≤ N ≤ 20. Using the fit displayed above, our lower bound estimate now becomes y ∞ = 0.166666666057, in extremely good agreement with the exact bound, x 0 = 1/6, obtained from Eq. (10) . This suggests the conjecture that −y ∞ might also coincide with the lower bound of the probability distribution in other cases as well, but note the caveat at the end of this section.
A different numerical approach is to use an accelerated convergence trick: given any sequence y = (y N ), define a new sequence L (k) y with terms
for finite sequences, L (k) y is one term shorter than y. This is a linear map on sequences, preserving constants and 
. This trick may be repeated: in the situation above, L (2) L (1) y(ϕ 2 ) N would be expected to converge with O(N −3 ) speed to the limit. The results give values differing from 1/6 by less than 10 −6 for all 11 ≤ N ≤ 31. Part of the 'accelerated' sequence is given in Table III .
We may now apply the same procedure to the case ofφ 2 , where the exact bound is not known. The y N (φ 2 ) are also given in Table II , and clearly converge more slowly than those of the y N (ϕ 2 ). Indeed, successive differences
using 21 ≤ N ≤ 33, with residuals less than 1.2 × 10 −10 on these values, and no more than 10 −5 on 6 ≤ N ≤ 20. Applying the acceleration technique,
N gives a sequence differing from 0.02361 by no more than 8.1 × 10 −6 on 11 ≤ N ≤ 30. Taking this together with the least squares fit gives reasonable confidence in an estimate y ∞ (φ 2 ) = 0.02361 ± 1 × 10 −5 . In contrast, the non-optimal bound forφ 2 and ρ S , given by the method of Fewster and Eveson [27] , is x 0 (F E) = 27/128 ≈ 0.21, which is an order of magnitude larger. [This bound is given by minus the right hand side of Eq. (5.6) in Ref. [27] multiplied by (4πτ 2 )
2 .] If, in fact, −y ∞ coincides with the lower bound of the probability distribution, we can now use the results in Eq. (57) to write our estimates of the probability distribution lower bounds as
These are also estimates of the optimal quantum inequality bounds for each field.
There is an important caveat to this reasoning, however. If the moments do not correspond to a unique probability distribution (i.e., if it they are indeterminate in the Hamburger sense) then there will exist probability distributions, called von Neumann solutions in Ref. [19] , with the given moments that are pure point measures, in contrast to the continuum probability distribution that would be expected for the quantum field theory operators we study (and which we find for the φ 2 case). As the moments arise from a probability distribution supported in a half-line, there is a distinguished von Neumann solution, called the Friedrichs solution in Ref. [19] , that is supported in a half-line [−x F , ∞) and has the property that no other solution to the moment problem can also be supported in [−x F , ∞).
(See Appendix C1 of [19] for a brief summary.) Hence if operator A has Hamburger-indeterminate moments, we would have y ∞ (A) = x F (A) < x 0 (A). Nonetheless, the results in Eq. (69) would still be true if the approximation signs are replaced by .
It is of interest to note that the magnitudes of the dimensionless lower bounds, given in Eq. (69) are small compared to unity. Given that the probability distribution must have a unit zeroth moment and a vanishing first moment, this implies that P (x) 1 in at least part of the interval −x 0 < x < 0. Thus the spike at the lower bound found in the two-dimensional case may be a generic feature. The small magnitudes of x 0 (ρ S ) and x 0 (ρ EM ) imply strong constraints on the magnitude of negative energy which can arise either as an expectation value in an arbitrary state, or as a fluctuation in the vacuum. They also imply that an individual measurement of the sampled energy density in the vacuum state is very likely to yield a negative value.
V. FITS FOR THE APPROXIMATE FORM OF THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
In this section, we explore the extent to which knowledge of a finite set of moments may be used to obtain information about P (x) beyond the lower bounds found in Sec. IV.
A. A procedure to find the parameters of the tail of P (x)
We begin with the large x limit. Let us adopt the ansatz that:
for large x. We assume that we can use this form of the tail to compute the large n moments, and find a n = ∞ −x0
for n 1. We expect the dominant contribution to come from x 1, so we set the lower limit in the second integral to zero for convenience.
Next we compare Eq. (71) with the Eq. (46) for the large n form of the moments. This comparison reveals that we should have
With these values for c and b, the ratio of successive moments from Eq. (71) becomes
Now we may use the computed values of two successive moments, such as n = 64 and n = 65, to find the value of a, and then the value of c 0 from Eq. (71). The results for the different operators are listed in Table IV . It should be noted that knowledge for further moments beyond n = 65 could change the values in this table. A rough error analysis suggests that these values are correct to about five significant figures. The values of the constants a and c 0 for the various cases can be related to one another by means of the relations between the connected moments, Eqs. (34) and (43), derived in Sect. III B. First, we need the fact that the connected moments and the full moments rapidly approach one another for large n, specifically
This relation may be demonstrated analytically, or inferred numerically from the computed moments. This means that Eqs. (34) and (43) hold for the full moments, a n when n is large. The former relation may be simplified to a n (ρ S ) ∼ 2 −n a n (φ 2 ). The asymptotic form, Eq. (46), for the moments ofφ 2 also holds for the other operators, but with different choices of the constants C and D:
For example, a n (ρ EM ) = 6 (1/3) n a n (φ 2 ), from Eq. (43), implies the above relations between C(φ 2 ) and C(ρ EM ) and between D(φ 2 ) and D(ρ EM ). These relations and Eq. (72) imply that
These relations are borne out by the values in Table IV .
B. Estimating when our tail fit is a good approximation
Since the Hamburger and Stieltjes moment conditions are not fulfilled for our moments, we do not know whether our probability distributions are unique. However, if we assume that they are, then we can estimate the range in x where we expect our fitted tails to give a good estimate of the actual distributions. Our general form for the tails of the probability distributions is approximately
As an example, for ρ EM , this gives a good fit (≤ 10%) for n = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and a better fit (≤ 1%) for 9 ≤ n ≤ 64. (We used n = 65 to set c 0 , so it should not count.) Let
so
is our predicted moment from the above form. The maximum of the function f n (x) will be where f n (x) = 0, corresponding to
If P fit (x) gives a good approximation for A n , then it should give a good approximation to the exact P (x) for x ∼ O(x max ). For the electromagnetic energy density a ≈ 1, so for n = 4, x max ≈ 216, and for n = 65, x max ≈ 6751269. Thus if P fit gives reasonable fits to the moments for 4 ≤ n ≤ 65, then it should be a fair approximation to the exact distribution in the range, roughly, 10
2 ≤ x ≤ 10 7 , assuming uniqueness of the distribution.
C. Approximate fits for P (x) including the inner part
One can attempt to model the entire probability distribution, including the inner part, by experimenting with functions of the form:
A reason for using this form is that one need not bother with trying to match inner and outer parts of the function. Depending on the choices of the constants, one can possibly get the first term to dominate for small x, and the second for large x. We use the values of a, b 1 from the tail fits and the values of x 0 from the quantum inequality bounds given earlier in Sec. IV. The most interesting case is the distribution for ρ EM , the electromagnetic energy density. For the values of the constants given in Table V , the fractional errors between the calculated and fitted moments in the 0 th through 22 nd moments are given in Table VI . Since the exact value of the first moment is 0, we list the fitted value separately as: 1 st moment = 0.0247001. The errors in the fourth and fifth moments are somewhat large (∼ 15%), but the errors tend to progressively decrease as we go to large n. So this heuristic model distribution gives a reasonably good fit for the innermost part of the distribution and the tail, but does somewhat poorly for the middle part of the distribution. 
The graph of P (x) vs x of our fit to the probability distribution function for ρEM , the electromagnetic energy density sampled in time with a Lorentzian of width τ . Here x = 16π 2 τ 4 ρEM . The distribution has an integrable singularity at the conjectured optimal quantum inequality bound x = −x0 = −0.0472.
The graph of P (x) vs x for this case is given in Fig. 2 . It has a spike (an integrable singularity) at the quantum inequality lower bound. However, our method may not be sufficiently sensitive to conclude the existence of this singularity. It is possible that there are non-singular distributions which fit the first several moments as well as does our postulated form. Thus we cannot conclude whether the actual distribution has a spike in it at the lower quantum inequality bound, as indicated in the plot. The distributions for ρ S andφ 2 in two-dimensional spacetime, which are known exactly and uniquely, both have a spike at the quantum inequality lower bound, as does the distribution for ϕ 2 in four dimensions [15] . In Tables V and VI , we list the fitting constants and fractional errors, respectively, for the ρ EM probability distribution. The values of the constants were obtained by calculating the moments from Eq. (81) and using the MATHEMATICA Manipulate command to adjust the values of the constants to get the smallest fractional errors between the fitted moments and the actual moments. 
VI. BOUNDS ON THE CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
As already mentioned, it is possible that the moment problem is indeterminate and that there are many probability distributions with these moments. Here, we show that no such distribution can have a tail decreasing much more slowly than that studied above. Our tool for this purpose is a simple variant of Chebyshev's inequality: if X is any random variable taking values in [−x 0 , ∞), with moments a n , then the probability Prob(X ≥ λ) that X exceeds any Table I , and the an(fit) are computed from Eq. (81). For the n = 1 case, the fractional error is not defined, since the first moment is 0. Fractional errors in succeeding moments beyond n = 5 are progressively smaller. Although all moments through n = 65 were used, we display the fractional errors through n = 21. given λ is bounded by
for all n. To prove this, let dµ(x) be the probability measure of X and then compute
(The term Prob(X < 0)x n 0 is only needed for odd n, in fact. We have also written dµ(x), rather than P (x)dx for the probability measure to emphasise that we are not assuming a continuous probability density function.) In our case, we know that x 0 < x 0 (F E) < 1, so we have
Now, for moments growing as a n ∼ CD n (3n − 4)!, the ratio of successive terms in the infimum is
so, for each fixed λ, the sequence will decrease until the term where n ∼ 1 3 (λ/D) 1/3 and will increase thereafter. This gives an asymptotic bound on the tail probability
as λ → ∞. This gives an upper bound on the tail probability distribution, which is not much more slowly decaying than that for our fitted tail, for which the tail probability would be decaying like C D λ 4/3 e −(λ/D) 1/3 . The following discussion sketches how information on the lower bound can be obtained; this could be developed into a rigorous discussion (and probably sharpened) with further work. In fact, we do not seek a strict lower bound on the tail probability, but rather aim to show that it must be very often of the order of the fitted tail or higher.
Let Q(x) = Prob(X ≥ x). Then we have, for any Λ > λ > x 0 ,
in which we have integrated by parts in the second line and used the fact that Q(λ) = 1 − Prob(X < λ), as well as the upper bound found above; Γ(N, z) is the upper incomplete Γ-function. We can now make n-dependent choices of λ and Λ so that the first and third terms are negligible in comparison with a n for large enough n. For example, Λ = (4n) 3 D and λ = n 3 D will do: it is a simple application of Stirling's formula to see that
3n → 0; for the upper end we first estimate Γ(3n − 7/2, 4n) ∼ 4(4n) 3n−9/2 e −4n using Laplace's method (see [32] , section 4.3) [42] which gives
With these choices of λ and Λ in force, we set
1/3 , whereupon we have
from (90). Now let S be the subset of x ∈ [λ, Λ] for which F (x) ≥ 1 2 CD(D/x) 1/3 . We bound F from above by √ 2πCD(D/x) 1/6 on S, and by
Now the first integral on the right-hand side can be bounded from above by the supremum of the integrand multiplied by the Lebesgue measure |S| of S, while the second is bounded by the integral over all [0, ∞). The supremum mentioned occurs for x = (3n − 13/2) 3 D, and we find
Rearranging and using Stirling's formula, this requires
Summarizing, we have shown that in the interval [n 3 D, 4n 3 D], for n sufficiently large, we have
on a set with measure at least 27 2 Dn 2 . It seems likely that this is a substantial underestimate of the measure of S, as some of the estimates used in the last part of the argument are rather weak.
Thus the broad behavior of the tail of the probability distribution is determined by the moments, even if the exact probability distribution is not uniquely determined. In the applications we give below, it is only the broad behavior that is required.
VII. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS FOR THE TAIL A. Black Hole Nucleation
The fact that the energy density probability distribution has a long positive tail implies a finite probability for the nucleation of black holes out of the Minkowski vacuum via large, though infrequent positive fluctuations. This probability cannot be too large, of course, or it will conflict with observation. Let us sample a spacetime region (a cell) over a size ≈ τ , where τ equals the sampling time. For an energy density ρ, which is roughly constant in space, the associated mass will be M ≈ ρ 3 . This can be a black hole if GM ≈ , or p 2 M ≈ , in units where = c = 1 and p is the Planck length, which implies ρ ≈ 1/( p 2 2 ). Here we chose τ ≈ , so that the sampling time is approximately the light travel time across the black hole.
Note that we should really use the probability distribution for energy density sampled over a spacetime volume, with the spatial and temporal dimensions approximately equal. For the purpose of an order of magnitude estimate, we assume that the probability distribution for sampling in time alone will yield roughly similar results.
Let our observation volume be V and our total observation time be T . The number of cells in this spacetime volume is N = V T / 4 . Because black hole nucleation will be a rare event, we assume that different nucleation events will be widely separated and uncorrelated. The number of black holes, n, nucleated in this spacetime volume, V T is then n ≈ N P n , where P n is the probability of a black hole nucleation in our sampled spacetime volume 4 . Let us estimate that
and m p is the Planck mass. Here P n is the probability of nucleating a black hole in the range between x and 2x. However, in the limit of large x, P n will be independent of the exact upper limit in Eq. (97). Let the probability distribution have a tail of the form given by Eq. (77). Then
Here u = ay 1/3 , u 1 = ax 1/3 , u 2 = 2 1/3 u 1 , and Γ(−3, u) is an incomplete gamma function. This function has the asymptotic form
for u 1. From this form, we see that the contribution from the lower integration limit dominates, and we have
for large x. Thus we have for the mean number of nucleated black holes
or, using Eq. (101),
where a 0 = (16π 2 ) 1/3 a. For the energy density of the EM field, c 0 ≈ 0.955, a ≈ 0.963, so a 0 ≈ 5.2. Therefore for this case we have
To estimate the probability of black hole nucleation, let us first choose V = 1cm 3 , T = 1 sec, and n = 1, which gives V T / p 4 ≈ (10 33 ) 3 10 43 ≈ 10 142 . We want the probability of one black hole forming in one cubic centimeter of space over an observation time of one second. We can use Eq. (104) to determine the resulting mass of the black hole, which turns out to be M ≈ 400 m p . Let us now consider our observation volume and time to be the size and age of the universe, which gives V T / p 4 ≈ (10 28 /10 −33 ) 4 ≈ 10 244 . Taking n = 1 again, and using Eq. (104), yields M ≈ 990 m p . Therefore, if we observe a volume the size of the universe for a time equal to the age of the universe, we are likely to see the nucleation of only about one 10 3 m p black hole from the vacuum. Thus nucleation of black holes of mass ∼ 10 2 m p is common, but 10 3 m p black holes are very rare. Why do we not notice these 400 m p ≈ 10 −2 g black holes? Presumably they must appear for a very short time and be surrounded by negative energy which quickly destroys them.
B. Boltzmann brains
Recently, the "Boltzmann brain" problem has become the subject of increasing interest in cosmology [33, 34] . This is the possibility that conscious entities, which may or may not resemble biological brains, might spontaneously nucleate and exist for a finite time. Anthropic reasoning requires a count of observers, as the anthropic prediction for the value of an observable is the value most likely to be found by a typical observer. If the typical observer is a Boltzmann brain in intergalactic space, and not an observer on an earthlike planet, this would greatly alter anthropic predictions. As a somewhat more speculative application, we consider what the tails of our probability distributions have to say about the probability of nucleating Boltzmann brains in four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. This calculation is similar to the one above for the nucleation of black holes.
Consider a spatial region of size , a timescale τ , and a mass M , so that the mean energy density is ρ ≈ M/ 3 . We want to use the tail of the EM energy density probability distribution to estimate the probability of mass M appearing in this specific region in a particular interval τ . Our sampled energy density is x = 16π 2 τ 4 ρ ≈ τ 4 M/ 3 . So we have that
where we have ignored the prefactor and used a ≈ 1. The prefactor would contain information about the fraction of mass M 's that could think. Even if very small, this factor is likely to pale in importance compared to the exponential factor derived below. Let M = 1 kg ≈ 10 41 cm −1 , = 10 cm, and τ = 0.3 sec ≈ 10 10 cm. These values give 
This is much larger than the exp(−10 50 ) estimate of Page [35] , who assumes that P ∝ e −I , where I = M t = action. So our energy density probability distribution makes the Boltzmann brain problem worse. Although the probability per unit volume for the nucleation of a Boltzmann brain may seem exceedingly low, the available volume could make them more numerous than other observers. Note that in this case, the energy density has been averaged over a spacetime region which is much larger in the time direction than in the spatial directions, τ . Hence the probability distribution for the energy density averaged in time alone should be a good approximation here.
VIII. DISCUSSION
A. Uniqueness Issues
As was noted in Sec. III B, the moments which we calculate for :φ 2 : and related operators satisfy neither the Hamburger condition, Eq. (11), nor the Stieltjes condition, Eq. (47) for uniqueness. Thus none of our results for P (x) are rigorously guaranteed to be unique. However, there are some observations which are relevant here. First, these are sufficient, but not necessary, conditions for uniqueness. There is a necessary and sufficient condition [19] , but this condition requires detailed knowledge of all moments and does not seem to be testable in our problem. Second, rapid growth of moments does not automatically mean non-uniqueness. There are examples of sets of moments which grow at arbitrary rates, but nonetheless are associated with unique probability distributions.
On the other hand, if the probability distribution is continuous, with probability density function p(x) on [−x 0 , ∞), and
then the Stieltjes problem is indeterminate for the moments of p (assuming they all exist, and that x 0 < 1 for convenience); there is more than one probability distribution supported in [−x 0 , ∞) with the same moments. This is a theorem of Krein (modified slightly to our setting) see, e.g., Theorem 5.1 in Ref. [36] . In particular, this would show that any distribution whose tail was exactly equal to P fit (x) = c 0 x −2 e −ax 1/3 for large enough x had indeterminate moments in the above sense. On the other hand, if p(x) were to oscillate around P fit (x), but sometimes taking much smaller values than P fit , then the logarithm will take large negative values; such behavior could lead the integral to diverge and allow the moment problem to be determinate.
To illustrate how delicate the uniqueness issue can be, we note that the probability distribution
has moments a n = 1 2 (3n + 2)!, that are indeterminate in the Stieltjes sense on [0, ∞) by Krein's theorem. However, mild modifications of these moments yield determinate problems. For example, by Cor. 4.21 in Ref. [19] , there exists a constant c so that the set of momentsã 0 = 1,ã n = c(3n − 1)! is a determinate problem, corresponding to a purely discrete probability distribution.
Overall, we are not able to resolve the question of determinacy, although on balance our expectation is that the problem is indeed indeterminate. Certainly we have not been able to find any positive evidence to suggest that the moments are determinate. Nonetheless, certain features of the probability distribution can be ascertained. We have shown in Appendix A that our moments grow as a power times (3n − 4)!. This rate of growth seems to be just what is needed to produce distributions with tails falling as in Eq. (77), that is, proportional to x −2 e −ax 1/3 . We have argued that any probability distribution arising from our moments will have a broadly similar tail. This asymptotic behavior is all that is needed for many applications of our distributions, such as those discussed in Sect. VII.
It is also worth noting that the conclusion that the probability distribution has a lower bound is independent of any concerns about uniqueness, because this follows from existing quantum inequality bounds. Our actual estimates of the lower bounds, given in Sect. IV, are not strictly independent of the uniqueness issue, but only use a finite number of the moments. Thus the numerical answers obtained only depend upon the values of these moments.
B. Summary
In this paper we have explored possible probability distributions for averaged quadratic operators in the fourdimensional Minkowski vacuum state. We use averaging with a Lorentzian function of time, and investigate the distributions forφ 2 , where ϕ is a massless scalar field, for ρ S , the associated scalar field energy density, for E 2 , the squared electric field, and for ρ EM . In all cases, we infer that the distributions have some features in common with our previous results [15] for a conformal field in two dimensions and for ϕ 2 in four dimensions. Specifically, there is a lower bound on the distribution, which coincides with the optimal quantum inequality bound on the associated expectation value in an arbitrary quantum state. Furthermore, there is no upper bound on the distributions, so arbitrarily large positive quantum fluctuations are possible.
We have outlined a procedure that, in principle, allows the calculation of an arbitrary number of moments of a given distribution. In practice, this procedure can be carried at least as far as the 65 th moment, which is sufficient to allow reasonable numerical estimates of both the lower bounds, and of the asymptotic tail for large argument. These are not guaranteed to be unique, but as was argued in the previous subsection, they may be useful.
If we accept the forms of the tails which we find, then several physically interesting applications follow, including the nucleation rates for black holes and Boltzmann brains. It should also be possible to apply these results to the study of the small scale structure of four dimensional spacetime, along the lines studied in two dimensions in Ref. [20] . It may also be possible to learn more about the non-Gaussian density and gravity wave perturbations in inflationary cosmology, which were studied in Refs. [10] [11] [12] . Another implication of our form for the tail is that vacuum fluctuations will dominate thermal fluctuations at high energies. The Boltzmann distribution falls exponentially with energy, but vacuum energy density fluctuations fall more slowly and hence eventually dominate.
There is clearly room for further work on the topic of this paper. One obvious problem is to determine whether or not the moment problems we have studied are determinate: if so, one would like to know the detailed form of the corresponding probability distributions; if not, one would like to know how much information may be extracted from the moments, nonetheless, along the lines of the arguments in Sect. VI. In addition, our results have now trapped the sharp quantum inequality bounds for various operators between the lower bounds given by the methods of Ref. [27] and the bounds obtained in Sect. IV, which are an order of magnitude smaller. If the moment problem is determinate, the latter bounds will coincide with the sharp bound; otherwise it would be interesting to determine what the sharp bound actually is. Recall that here we deal only with Lorentzian sampling and only in the time direction. It will also be of interest to investigate more general sampling functions, and the effects of sampling in space as well as time.
The contribution to the n'th connected moment arising from the graph corresponding to any given permutation is easily seen to factorize into terms corresponding to the runs, whose values depend only on the length of the run: in our example, the graph contributes 8
to the dimensionless connected moment C 8 , where the K j correspond to the special case K j = K (0) j of the family of integrals
[Here, k i = ω i τ are dimensionless versions of the momenta previously used.] These considerations reduce the computation of the n'th connected moment to two problems: the computation of the K j and the enumeration of all permutations in the class considered with a given run structure. To address the first of these, we note the easily proved identity
of which the standard integral
is the κ = 0 special case, and which entails the recurrence relation
As K 
for any integers n ≥ 1 and r ≥ 0. Although we have not found a closed form expression for the K (r) n , the above expressions allow for them to be computed efficiently.
To the best of our knowledge, the problem of enumerating permutations of the class we study in terms of their run structure does not appear to have been solved in the literature on enumerative combinatorics, although related problems have been studied for over a century. A closed form answer seems out of reach, but generating function techniques allow one to build up a solution for each n in a recursive way. The details will be reported elsewhere [37] , but the overall result is the following: for each n, let K n be a polynomial in the variables K 1 , . . . , K n−1 , with K 2 = and subject to the recurrence relation
Then, for n ≥ 3, the coefficient of K m1 1 · · · K mn−1 n−1 in K n is precisely the number of permutations σ of {1, . . . , n} with m runs of length (1 ≤ ≤ n − 1), subject to the side conditions σ(1) = 1, σ(2) < σ(n). In the case n = 2, we find half of the number of such permutations.
The generating function is extremely convenient, because it already incorporates the sum over all possible connected graphs. Putting this together with the other considerations above, the n'th dimensionless connected moment is given by C n = 8 n K n , for any n ≥ 2, where the variables K j are given the values defined above by (A3) (recalling that
j ). For example, we find the explicit formulae:
(A9)
which can be used to provide the first few connected moments for :ϕ 2 : in the case p = 1 or :φ 2 : in the case p = 3. One may check that the coefficients inside each parenthesis sum to (n − 1)!/2, the total number of connected graphs involved in the n'th moment.
Appendix B: Asymptotics of the moments
In this appendix we give asymptotic estimates for the n'th moments of the Lorentzian smearing of the Wick square of the 1 2 (p − 1)'th derivative of ϕ as n becomes large. We rigorously establish a lower bound and also give an upper bound, for which our reasoning is not completely rigorous, but which appears to be satisfied on the grounds of numerical evidence. The basic observation is that the dominant contribution to C n [and hence the full dimensionless moment a n ] is 8 n K n−1 K 1 ; this is certainly a lower bound (as all terms are positive) and numerical evidence suggests that it gives the correct answer modulo a fractional error of order n −2 . Thus lower bounds on the K j will give rigorous lower bounds on C n , while upper bounds give an upper bound on the C n that seems reasonably secure, albeit not fully rigorous. In terms of permutations and graphs, the dominant contribution arises from the identity permutation, and thus the graph on n vertices that has lines from x k to x k+1 for each k = 1, . . . , n − 1 and an line from x 1 to x n . The graphs in Fig. 1 represent the case n = 2 and n = 3.
We begin with the lower bound, which is 
in which the product over k is taken to be equal to unity in the case n = 1. The bound (B1) is proved by induction, noting that the it is true (indeed, an equality) for n = 1. Supposing that it holds for some n ≥ 1, we use the recurrence relation Eq. (A6) to show that 
where, in the first line, we have used the fact that the constants L (r) n are clearly monotone decreasing in r for each fixed n, and the identity (0.151.1 in Ref. [38] ) 
we obtain a lower bound on J n = K 
[40] We see that each connected graph corresponds to 2 n terms in the Wick expansion for n > 2 as follows. Choose one of the lines emanating from x1, which can correspond to any of four possible contractions. Continuing around the diagram, each line can correspond to two possible contractions until the last line, which is fixed. Thus a total of 4 × 2 n−2 × (1 + u) −9/2 e n(−4u+3 log(1+u)) du, under the change of variable u = y/(4n) − 1. The integral is simply estimated as 1/n by the method of Laplace [32] .
